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Abstract. Speech acts have been proposed to improve the design of in-
teractive systems for decades. Nevertheless, they have not yet made their
way to common practice in software engineering or even process model-
ing. Various types of workflow management systems have been successful
to support or even automate mostly predictable schema based process
patterns without the explicit use of speech acts as design primitives.
Yet, todays work is increasingly characterized by unpredictable collabo-
rative processes, called knowledge work. Some types of knowledge work
are supported by case management tools which typically provide reg-
ulated access to case-related information. But communicative acts are
not supported sufficiently. Since knowledge workers are well aware of the
pragmatic dimension of their communicative acts, we believe that bring-
ing this awareness of the nature of a speech act to a case management
tool will allow for better support of unregulated knowledge intensive pro-
cesses. In this paper we propose a speech-act-based approach to improve
the effectivity of knowledge work. We thereby enhance case management
systems by making them aware of speech acts. Speech act related mi-
cro processes can then be used to prevent misunderstandings, increase
process transparency and make useful inferences.
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1 Introduction

Today, around 50% of the work in the US is knowledge work [19] and it is
safe to assume a similar tendency in many other countries. Knowledge work
is characterized by abstractly defined tasks opposite to the manual workers’
clearly defined activities, flexible and expected application of knowledge, and the
knowledge workers’ responsibility for his own contribution in terms of quantity
and quality [8]. The sequence of actions depends so much upon the specifics of the
situation and therefore an important part of performing the work is to devise
the plan on how to perform it [18]. Currently available techniques in process
management do not sufficiently support this type of work.

Knowledge workers already reduce routine work by creating templates of
documents and check lists for common tasks [17]. Typical systems for adaptive



case management provide case folders that include stakeholders, documents,
tasks and various other artifacts. The Object Management Group published the
standard Case Management Model and Notation 1.0 (CMMN) [13] to create,
use and exchange case models between different vendors’ environments.

We use Speech Act Theory to classify communicative acts to gain process-
specific advantages in case folders similar to deploying a Workflow Management
System for routine work. In micro processes, the intentions of interactions are
captured explicitly. No schema is necessary to document interactions. Storing the
pragmatic intention of a document or some other artifact representing interaction
already offers possibilities for inference, for example finding all promises that
have been made. If a more detailed schema can be given, the possibilities for
inference and support increase. For example, interactions can be supported by
document templates using case data and annotations for the pragmatic intention.
Currently, nearly half of all interactions between knowledge workers do not create
the intended value because they have to hunt for information [4], which indicates
that semantically enriching past interactions and making this information visible
has a great potential to increase a knowledge workers’ productivity.

The vision for micro processes and their potential environment is, that a
knowledge worker creates and uses templates of interactions, which also include
document templates. For every case, he or she decides whether the template
resembles a suitable plan or interactions need to be documented and executed
manually. A semantically rich overview of all interactions reduces the time to
hunt for information and to make decisions. Using the stored pragmatic inten-
tion, contradictions and indicators for potential problems help to avoid errors or
at least to reduce a problem’s impact by discovering and solving it at an early
stage. Checking off promised tasks or updating contact information of a case’s
stakeholder should also be possible with the knowledge workers’ preferred tool,
e. g. his or her mobile device or PIM software.

In the following sections, we briefly introduce Speech Act Theory and related
work. Section 4 describes micro processes as well as coordination and production
acts, and provides a speech act library for an attorneys’ office. In Section 5, we
model aspects of the work of an attorney with micro processes to document
interactions and to automatically create preliminary or finished documents. We
designed an architecture for the proposed approach and Section 6 describes the
parts of it that we prototypically implemented. Section 7 discusses our approach
and in Section 8 we conclude and describe further questions to be answered.

2 Speech Act Theory

Speech Act Theory was introduced by Austin [2] and further elaborated by
Searle [15, 16]. Austin acknowledged that saying something or in saying some-
thing we do something and classified the illocutionary force of utterances as well
as potential infelicities. A speech act consists of its illocutionary force and its
propositional content. Searle [16] distinguishes the following five categories of
illocutionary forces, for which Table 1 shows some examples:



– Assertive: Commit the speaker to something being the case.
– Commissive: Commit the speaker to some future course of action.
– Declarative: Change the reality according to the propositional content.
– Directive: Attempt to cause the hearer to take some particular action.
– Expressive: Express the attitude or emotions of the speaker, for example

thanking or apologizing.

In the F (P ) framework [15], with F as an illocutionary force and P as the
propositional content, F (P ) can also be the propositional content of another
illocutionary force. For example, F1(F2(P )) can stand for the promise (outer
F1), that one will inform someone (inner F2) about P . There is no conceptual
limit on how deep nesting can be, hence P in the example could be some speech
act from the district court and an attorneys’ statement on the phone like “Today,
I will forward and comment on the letter from district court I got” could easily
be documented using the framework while referencing already entered data.

3 Related Work

Auramäki et al. [1] already suggested a speech-act-based approach for office
automation as early as 1988. Nowadays, office automation is well supported by
workflow technology. Yet, the basic assumptions and principles are still valid and
useful. They view offices as networks of commitments. Agents perform two types
of acts: Speech acts and instrumental acts, e. g. creating or delivering goods.
Their main focus is analyzing and modeling discourses containing both types of
acts. Typical further acts are listed for each stage, for example a request is usually
followed by an acceptance, counteroffer, clarification request or a rejection. These
results can be applied on our approach: Potential further steps can be suggested
to the user and deviations from the model can be detected in order to find and
display candidates of communication problems so the user can decide if and how
to resolve them. For knowledge work, we do not expect that every important
discourse can be modeled a priori due to the costs and uncommonness.

Kimbrough et al. [10] introduce a formal language for business communica-
tion in the context of an army office using Speech Act Theory. In the domain of
an army office, paths of command and responsibility can easily be delineated and
each dialog contains information on its implied force. A speech act is represented
by speaker, hearer, illocutionary force, content and context. They apply infer-
ence on the propositional content and illocutionary force of documented speech
acts, for example to find unfulfilled requests.

Hisarciklilar et al. [9] support design communication using Speech Act The-
ory and Semantic Web annotations. They add annotations to 3D instances of
CAD models and other design artifacts describing their authors, intent, pur-
pose, and free-form body text. The intent represents the illocutionary act and
the body text is the locutionary act. The authors and purpose contain domain-
specific information in the context of design communication, whereas the authors
indicate domains of expertise and the purpose classifies annotations in groups,
e. g. “Project requirement” or “Domain-specific constraint”.



Schoop [14] analyzes communication problems in healthcare using Habermas’
Theory of Communicative Action and Searle’s Speech Act Theory. She classifies
illocutionary forces in the medical domain and relates them to the appropriate
roles. The paper argues that there is a clear need for a cooperative documentation
system since it could offer many possibilities for information access, for example
finding unfulfilled promises or particular propositional contents, and could help
in avoiding communication breakdowns. We agree and intend micro processes
to be one component of such a cooperative documentation system that not only
documents speech acts but also offers mechanisms to make them transparent
and to avoid misunderstandings.

Bider et al. [3] analyze a business process support system in regard to the
users speech acts and classify typical communicative acts in business process
cases. They conclude that the Language/Action perspective is an appropriate
tool to analyze communication models of systems, which should also apply to
the modeling of a speech act library.

Dietz [6, 7] analyzes and models business processes and organizations taking
Speech Act Theory into account. The main goal is to show the deep structure
behind business processes invariant of the applied technology. Actors perform
coordination acts and production acts. The effect of coordination acts are com-
mitments between the performer and the addressee regarding the bringing about
of production acts. Production acts are either material, e. g. creating goods, or
immaterial, e. g. granting insurance claims. Since process models contain all acts
and their dependencies, the detection of problems in a model can be easier than
in models using BPMN. Micro processes also model speech acts and document
performatives, but they are not restricted to standard processes, and they can be
generic, reusable, and applied in different contexts as well as ad-hoc processes.

Van der Aalst et al. [20] introduce a framework for speech-act-based inter-
acting workflow processes called proclets. The control flow of a process is divided
into several proclets connected through channels following the principle of divide
and conquer. The approach is based on petri nets. The communication between
proclets is realized by exchanging performatives. A proclet class has a knowl-
edge base to store and query previous performatives. However, interpreting the
knowledge base of one proclet class as the knowledge base of a case, proclets do
not fully satisfy their potential of assisting ad hoc processes. Our micro processes
work on a shared case-level knowledge base and allow otherwise automated or
manual input of performatives. We view proclets as a complementary approach
aiming at more structured processes than micro processes. The focus on perfor-
matives allows to integrate both approaches in order to inference on documented
speech acts and to apply business rules.

The Object Management Group recently published the standard Case Man-
agement Model and Notation (CMMN) [13]. It defines a meta-model to express
a case, its contents and an interchange format for exchanging cases among tools
of different vendors. The model does not focus on interactions, which currently
need to be modeled with tasks and documents. The pragmatic intention of an
interaction is not made explicit, but the model could be extended in that respect.



Neumann et al. [12] proposed a decentralized approach to support unreg-
ulated cooperative processes by sharing commonly used documents, so called
α-Docs. We propose to extend this approach by annotating α-Docs with their
pragmatic intentions. Storing a document in a case file is typically aimed at mak-
ing the contents available to cooperating parties. This is important, but not the
whole story: The document typically contains one or more illocutionary acts, i. e.
the intentions that are connected with this document. The author of a document
is typically well aware of his or her intentions, but the case file is not. If the case
file knows that a file actually contains the information related to a promise, it
can store a reference to this document in a to-do list. Classifying a document
as a promise is just one click, but the case file can make inferences from this
information. The approach is motivated by α-Flow, but the basic idea is actu-
ally independent from the decentralized case file provided by α-Flow. Sometimes
an illocutionary act like a promise is connected with further information, e. g. a
deadline or a priority level or other important conditions. By classifying a speech
act properly, the system also knows that this information is still required, so it
might ask for it. If the information is not available right now, the system can
place reminders in a to-do list. The same kind of inference can be used for other
types of illocutionary acts. Storing this speech act related information in a case
file, which is aware of different types allows for more transparency. For example,
it is now possible to trace back certain processes because the system knows that
document x is the answer to document y, which is the fulfillment of a promise
made by some cooperating agent.

4 Micro Processes

Micro processes contain two types of actions: Coordination acts (performatives)
and production acts. Auramäki et. al. [1] and Dietz [6] made a similar distinction.
Performatives are annotated speech acts consisting of its type, e. g. whether it
is a promise or an assertion, one sender, one or more recipients, the medium,
a timestamp, the content and arbitrary annotations.

A production act is some non-coordinating action, for example to create a
document or a physical product. Actually, the micro processes engine cannot
definitely know whether a production act was performed unless it created the
artifact itself. But it can know who asserted to the system that the production
act was performed. Hence, production acts are documented by performatives
and can be referenced in the propositional content of other performatives.

Micro processes are not speech acts themselves, but they are composed of
speech acts and production acts. For example, a performative promise is related
to a particular micro process question → answer. The prototypical implemen-
tation of this model is described in Section 6.

4.1 Coordination acts

The propositional content of the speech act can be some free-form text, e. g. the
utterance, a reference to some production act, a boolean expression, or an ex-



Type Promise
Sender Dr. jur. Inventio (Attorney)
Recipient Jane Doe
Content I will bring your case to court
Medium Letter
Timestamp 2015-05-22 14:30:00
Letter 2015-05-22 Promise.docx

(a) Instance of performative

Promise
Recipient: {case.client}
Content:
 I will bring your case to court 

Letter (Template)

(b) Template of performative

Fig. 1: Example instance and template of a common promise

pression containing performatives. Since the goal is to support knowledge work,
it is necessary to minimize the modeling effort. If no sender is stated, the user
executing the current step is the sender. The timestamp is always set when
executing. Appending the medium of a speech act is optional since it may be
different from instance to instance and potentially the user does not know which
medium was actually used, e. g. documenting a performative of a third party.

Figure 1b shows the template of a promise with a generated letter attached.
It uses some variables of the case file, e. g. case.client in the performative and
his or her address in the document template. Figure 1a shows an actual instance
of the template. The sender, recipient and timestamp are added automatically
and the letter is generated by the system and altered by the attorney.

4.2 Production acts

Hisarciklilar et al. [9] allow annotating several performatives to one design ar-
tifact. This is reasonable not only in the context of design, but generally for
documents and arbitrary artifacts. Users should be able to discuss results, send
them around, reference them, improve them and easily or implicitly document
those interactions for later use. In order to increase user acceptance, a basic doc-
ument templating system for Office Open XML (Microsoft Word) documents,
plain text and HTML (for e-mail) was built to use the current context data
of a case and micro process. Building a template for an interaction therefore
can also include an actual letter to be sent which is already filled with relevant
information. Figure 1b shows how document creation could be annotated to a
performative.

Moreover, production acts could also represent calling web services or placing
tasks in a to-do list. The content of a production act is the information neces-
sary to initiate the act, for example the document template or the URL of a web
service and the desired function name and parameters. The system can actually
only know whether the production act was successful if some user or (document
creation) system asserts that the act was performed and accepted. Hence, pro-
duction acts primarily act as a referenceable object with various annotations
and to make modeling more intuitive.



Illocutionary Force Performative

Assertive answer, assure, inform
Commissive promise
Declarative subscribe, unsubscribe, acknowledge, decline
Directive ask-user, ask, request, order
Expressive congratulate, excuse, thank

Table 1: Speech act library for an attorneys’ office

4.3 Speech Act Library

An important goal beyond the approach for micro processes is to have an exten-
sible speech act library tailored to a particular domain. For example, the speech
act library in a hospital [14] contains many different assertives and several ex-
pressives whereas the focus of the speech act library for army offices [10] focuses
on a small set of seven common performatives within assertives, commissives,
directives and declaratives. The broad classification of Searle [15] of illocution-
ary forces into assertives, commissives, declaratives, directives and expressives
is applied in our approach. A performative of a particular domain is assigned to
one category and its common and required annotations are specified.

Table 1 shows a possible speech act library for an attorney, which is used
in the next section. A common annotation of an answer is the reference to the
question being answered. The difference between assure and inform are the
severity and certitude of the speaker, for example informing about an incoming
letter and assuring the client that delivering some particular evidence is required
to win the case. A promise usually contains a stated period. For ask-user, the
system is sender, the current user is the recipient and the variable name to save
the users answer to is a required annotation. Ask represents a question to any
person and usually states no variable name. Subscribe and unsubscribe require to
state the person receiving or not receiving correspondence of a particular kind.

If the speech acts of a domain are fanned out, the classification does not
need to be flat. It should rather be a tree adhering to the Liskov substitution
principle [11] in order to allow coarse-grained user input and to reduce complexity
for inference and business rules.

5 Examples

The following example micro processes were created to support frequent similar
tasks of an attorney. They are real processes that were examined and modeled
in regard to speech acts and related micro processes. They use the speech act
library depicted in Table 1. The models are vague in parts that vary between
instances and strict where deviations are too rare to consider for automation.

Figure 2 shows a simple process that depicts the promising of creating some
document. The main intention is to document and remind the attorney that he
still has to create the promised document. Neither the recipient, medium, an op-
tional deadline or a working title of the document are fixed, but all missing data



Promise
Recipient: [Ask user]
Content:

Production Act
Type: document
Name: [Ask user]

Fig. 2: Sample process: Promising a document

Inform
Recipient: {case.client}
Content:

[Ask user]
Sender: {court}
Recipient: Me
Content:

Ask-User
Content:
 Which court?
 Which document?

Letter from court
{document}

Template:
Forwarding document

from court

Fig. 3: Sample process: Forwarding court documents

is asked while running the micro process. If the promise was given per letter, the
attorney should set a reference to it, but he is not required to. However, setting
the recipient and a preliminary working title is mandatory. The attorney can be
reminded to fulfill a promise by web interface, by e-mail, or by his smartphone.

Another typical task of an attorney is to forward documents he received from
court. Usually, the paralegal scans the document, and the attorney reads and
shortly comments the necessary actions if there are any. Figure 3 and Figure 4
are two possible outcomes. Figure 3 asks the attorney, which document he wants
to inform his client about and which court sent it. He is also asked of the type of
the speech act the document represents, but of course he can add a pseudo-type
to specify it later. The letter to his client is generated using case information
(e. g. addresses) and potentially he only has to fill in missing comments.

Figure 4 expects incoming documents from an arbitrary sender. The received
question is forwarded to the client along with some comments on the question
and the promise to answer it. The attorney is first asked to fill in the sender and
a reference to the incoming letter as well as to shortly summarize the question.
The outgoing document describes two speech acts: informing the client, that a
question was received and promising to write an answer. Hence, the next step
after asking the attorney is to create the document and all speech acts are
attached. The generated documents already contain all case data and entered
answers, but still need the attorneys’ commentary.

Figure 5 shows the request of adding another party to the list of recipients
of letters to the client, e. g. legal guardians, parents, siblings or children. The re-
quest Subscribe has to be documented and the attorney has to decide whether
he acknowledges the request. If he acknowledges it, he informs the sender of the
request and the new correspondent, that now he will send letters to the new cor-



Inform
Recipient: {case.client}
Content:

Production Act

Promise
Recipient: {case.client}
Content:

Ask-User
Content:
 Content of variable senderOfQuestion?
 Content of variable questionDescription?
 Content of variable incomingLetter?

Ask
Sender: {senderOfQuestion}
Recipient: Me
Content: {questionDescription}Letter containing question

{incomingLetter}

Template: Forward Question
and Promise answer

Answer
Recipient: {senderofQuestion}
Content: Unknown

Fig. 4: Sample process: Informing about questions and promise to answer

respondent, and uses one document template for each recipient. The Subscribe

performative now contains him as a sender and the system as recipient in order
to register the subscription. If he declines the request, the sender will receive a
predefined decline letter and the attorney optionally fills in some legal reasons.
Figure 5 does not require other process templates sending letters to the client
to use a correspondent list. Since all performatives are documented, a business
rules engine can detect new performatives with the client as recipient and pre-
pare appropriate performatives and documents. For example, letters could be
forwarded similar to Figure 3, or a new task Inform {correspondent} about

{performative} could be added to the attorneys’ to-do list.

6 Implementation

The prototypical implementation consists of class representations of coordina-
tion and production acts, a document generation tool using case-related data,
a simple representation of case-related data, and an engine to execute micro
processes. Users interact with the system through a web interface. Coordination
acts contain all attributes described in Section 4.1, arbitrary annotations as key-
value pairs, and propositional content allows nested speech acts, connectors and
free-form text to adhere to the F (P ) framework. The base class of production
acts is a top-level representation providing standard attributes and arbitrary
annotations. Subclasses can actually implement or initiate production acts.

Document generation is initiated by a production act or a document an-
notation for a coordination act. Templates are described adhering to an XML
Schema definition that allows basic formatting and document headers for the
word processing perspective, and conditional expressions using case data. Docu-
ment templates are translated to Office Open XML (Microsoft Word), plain text
and HTML. Plain text and HTML output are intended to later support e-mail
communication. Case-related data is currently represented by key-value-pairs.

The workflow engine supports coordination and production acts as well as
conditional branches with optional condition expressions on case-related data.



Assure
Recipient: System
Content:

Acknowledge
Recipient: {sender, subscriber}
Content:

Decline
Recipient: {sender}
Content:

Ask-User
Content:
 Content of variable sender?
 Content of variable subscriber?

Subscribe
Sender: {sender}
Recipient: Me
Content:
{subscriber} also receives case-related 
correspondence in the future {incomingLetter}

Allow?
[Ask user]

Subscribe
Sender: Me
Recipient: System
Content:
{subscriber} also receives case-related 
correspondence in the future

Template:
Acknowledge to sender

Template: Acknowledge
to new correspondent

Subscribe
Sender: {sender}
Recipient: Me
Content:
{subscriber} also receives case-related 
correspondence in the future

Template:
Decline letter

Fig. 5: Sample process: New correspondents

At present, no modeling tool has been implemented yet and therefore elements of
a micro process are either hard-coded instances of coordination and production
acts or serialized XML files. It is planned to create a structured XML Schema
definition for coordination and production acts and examining to what extent it
could be based on CMMN [13] in order to leverage the infrastructure currently
being built for it. The knowledge worker will create micro processes with a
modeling tool in his or her browser.

7 Discussion

In order to document the progress of knowledge work, the focus on interactions
instead of actions has several advantages. First of all, knowledge workers already
try to automate their interactions using document templates and checklists,
which clearly shows that support in this area is necessary. Sadly, those document
templates currently do not contain any machine-recognizable information on
the semantics of the interactions represented by a document. Creating a micro
process of a template documents the semantics for later inferences by the user
or a machine and offers to automatically insert case data. Finding out which
promises are not yet fulfilled, what assertions had been given or whether all
necessary stakeholders were informed about some important deadline may no
longer require reading the whole history of a case.

Adding the semantic information to interactions only requires little to no
additional effort for the user if he already has to document it somehow. Reports



can be generated, which could already amortize the effort in some cases. Over
a quarter of a typical knowledge workers’ time is spent searching for informa-
tion [5], and an index of interactions in which those information pieces often are
buried therefore has a huge potential to increase the user’s productivity.

Micro processes are intended to be created by domain experts themselves,
since they know best what goals they want to achieve and how they intend to
do that. Moreover, speech acts do not have to be supported solely by micro
processes. They can be modeled and documented using another technique or
manually. Furthermore, documented speech acts can be used to interact with
structured processes similar to Proclets [20], to initiate other processes, to detect
communication problems and for business rules. The user has the choice to use
the technique that is in his view best suited for the case. Analysts can create
business rules or invariants for compliance, which are applied to the knowledge
base of cases including past performatives. Hence, the focus on interactions can
bridge the gap between structured, semi-structured and ad-hoc processes.

Since performatives include semantics of an interaction, the engine can also
infer how undoing it has to be performed, for example some compensatory inter-
action could be necessary or removing the documentation could probably suffice.
The system may completely take care of it or at least create an item in a user’s
to-do list that describes what actions he has to perform to properly undo it.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present micro processes, a speech-act-based approach to weakly
structured processes that makes the pragmatic intention of interactions explicit.
It enables knowledge workers to create templates of frequent interaction patterns
in order to automate aspects of their work and to decrease the time spent on
hunting for information. For example, finding unfulfilled promises and all related
paperwork does no longer require the user to skim the whole case folder. Some
types of speech acts are depicted exemplarily and we currently integrate more.

Still, there are many open questions. Integrating tasks, contacts, communi-
cation, documents and other artifacts of a case folder into the tools knowledge
workers actually use or want to use to achieve their goals will decrease obstacles
and scattering of information. For example, web standards like WebDAV, Card-
DAV and CalDAV enable additional user interfaces through their wide-spread
support in mobile devices and groupware. Hence, it is planned to implement
these standards and to evaluate the benefit for users. Finding out the actual
pragmatic intention of actions on a mobile phone might prove to be difficult.

Inference on the speech act history is currently hard-coded and lacking a
formal model as well as easy-to-use tools to analyze a case. It could enable
automatically unveiling misunderstandings and potential future communication
breakdowns in order to solve problems at an early stage. Micro processes are in-
tended to be integrated with other techniques that tackle several aspects of pro-
cess support. Interacting with structured processes modeled with Proclets [20]
or BPMN will therefore be elaborated. Integrating speech-act-based business



rules promises to for example properly inform all necessary stakeholders of a
particular type of interaction or to unveil and warn about compliance breaches.
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